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Background
Humans can rapidly and seemingly implicitly learn to predict
typical locations of relevant items when those items are encountered in familiar spatial contexts.

Bayesian modelling of reaction times
reveals a sudden switch from learning
to exploitation
Better model fit

Two important questions remain:
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Contextual cueing is a fully implicit effect, yet observers
can nonetheless additionally acquire explicit knowledge
Hippocampus is known to be crucial for declarative
memories; yet here we show involvement for implicit
learning as well
Prefrontal cortex is intimately related to deliberate,
conscious thought; yet here we show unconscious
guidance of attention as well
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Followed by recognition task Old vs New:
1 block of 40 unspeeded trials
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‘Did you have the feeling that some of the
search displays occurred multiple times
over the course of the experiment?’
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22 blocks of 40 trials
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Well-established design: “Contextual
cueing” during visual search

Then: 10 Old, 5 Distractor violations, 5
Target violations, 20 New
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(2) Is this type of learning truly implicit and unconscious?
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(1) Which neural structures and mechanisms are involved in
acquiring and exploiting such contextual knowledge?
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More details?
Paper forthcoming in The Journal of
Neuroscience! Get the “post-print”
PDF, all data, and all code:

https://eelkespaak.nl/ctxcue

